### Day 1 timetable

#### Today’s cities: transport, regeneration, housing

**Stream 1’**

- **7.45-8.45** Registration and Morning refreshments + Meet the Exhibitors
  - 8.45-9.00 Host city welcome address: Cllr Peter Marland, Leader, Milton Keynes Council
  - 9.00-9.40 Keynote address: James Stewart, Chairman, Global Infrastructure, KPMG

- **10.30-11.00** Coffee break + Meet the Exhibitors

- **11.00-12.00** Transport (road and rail) infrastructure integration - joining the dots
- **12.00-12.50** Connecting international gateways (ports, airports)

#### Superconnected green cities

**Stream 2’**

- **11.00-11.45** Digital telecommunication: ultrafast broadband infrastructure
- **11.45-12.30** Digital telecommunication: 5G mobile network & IoT infrastructure
- **12.30-13.20** Decarbonising transport - roadmap towards greener transport sector

- **12.50-14.15** Networking Lunch + Electric Vehicle Test Drive + Autonomous POD Demonstration*

- **14.15-15.15** Housing – addressing undersupply & reducing carbon footprint
- **15.15-16.15** Regenerating regions – UK regions panel debate

- **16.15-17.00** **PITCH & PROMOTE:** Regional proposals seeking investment.

### Evening Barbecue + Meet the Exhibitors

#### Day 2 timetable

**Energy Infrastructure**

- **7.45-8.25** Registration and Morning refreshments + Meet the Exhibitors

- **8.25-8.30** Welcome address
- **8.30-9.00** Keynote address: Stephen Heidari-Robinson, UK Prime Minister’s Adviser on Energy and Environment (Sep 2015 – Jul 2016)
- **9.00-9.50** Policy debate – “The Choices”
- **9.50-10.40** Electricity transmission, distribution & interconnector infrastructure

- **10.40-11.00** Coffee break + Meet the Exhibitors
11.00-11.45 Offshore wind
11.45-12.30 Gas/CCGT

**12.30-13.30 Networking Lunch + Electric Vehicle Test Drive + Autonomous POD Demonstration***

13.30-14.10 Investor views on energy infrastructure opportunities
14.10-14.55 Decentralised renewable generation infrastructure

**14.55-15.15 Coffee break + Meet the Exhibitors**

15.15-16.00 Energy storage
16.00-16.50 Integrating future cities “low carbon” energy infrastructure
16.50 - 17.15 **PITCH & PROMOTE: Energy projects seeking investment.**

End of Conference

---

**Day 1 – detailed agenda**

**7.45 – 8.45** Registration and Morning refreshments + Meet the Exhibitors

**8.45 – 9.00** Host city welcome address: Cllr Peter Marland, Leader, Milton Keynes Council

---

**9.00 – 9.40** Keynote Address: “Global Trends in the Infrastructure Market”
James Stewart, Chairman, Global Infrastructure, KPMG

---

- Availability of large-scale projects – looking at government strategy and objectives with regards to its delivery, funding and financing
- Overcoming catch 22 in funding - creating an investable pipeline of opportunities in greenfield infrastructure
- Delivering infrastructure that is affordable and competitive post Brexit
- Do we see devolution going further for local governments and authorities?
- Delivering joined up planning and thinking across infrastructure sectors. What can be done to develop infrastructure more efficiently?
- Should linear transport infrastructure be required to provide conduits for national and local utility infrastructure?
- Changing trends in investment decisions

Chair: Geoffrey Spence, Global Head of Infrastructure, Resources & Energy, Lloyds Bank

Panelists:

Steve Rotheram, Metro Mayor, Liverpool City Region
James Stewart, Chairman, Global Infrastructure, KPMG  
Michael Ryan, CEO, Partner, Dalmore Capital  
Cllr Peter Marland, Leader, Milton Keynes Council  
Sir Merrick Cockell, Chairman of the London Pensions Fund Authority, Chair of the UK Municipal Bond Agency  
Andrew Charlseworth, Director John Laing Capital Management Limited and Investment Adviser to John Laing Infrastructure Fund

10.30 – 11.00 Coffee Break + Meet the Exhibitors

Today’s cities: transport, regeneration, housing  
‘Stream 1’

11.00 – 12.00 Transport (road and rail) infrastructure integration - joining the dots

- Integrating transport strategy and getting the most out of major transport investment programs and new technology  
- Delivering cross border connectivity and extra infrastructure capacity. Do we need different approach to transport planning?  
- Making the case for investment in regional and local transport infrastructure  
- Project financing – what models work and what is currently on offer?  
- Public – private risk transfer and how to define the optimal mix in different projects  
- Using existing infrastructure better: improving existing network resilience and addressing peak congestion problems with limited funding sources at hand  
- Finding the efficient way to achieving modal shift in public transport in cities

Chair: Tobyn Hughes, Managing Director (Transport Operations), North East Combined Authority

Panelists:
David Brown, Chief Executive, Transport for the North  
Jim O’Sullivan, Chief Executive, Highways England  
Dr Jon Lamonte, CEO, Transport for Greater Manchester  
Maria Machancoses, Programme Director, Midlands Connect  
Mel Zuydam, Chief Finance Officer, CH2M Europe

12.00 – 12.50 Connecting international gateways (ports, airports)

- Delivering stronger competitive ports and airports sector in the UK – strategy to increase competitiveness of UK gateways on international arena  
- Strategic view on interconnecting key UK gateway assets  
- Smaller airports and distributed connection model as drivers of UK economy  
- Improving surface access and stretching catchment areas around UK airports  
- How to deliver transport network capacity faster to give UK economy competitive edge? What can we learn from co-funding models to advance infrastructure delivery?  
- Developing logistics and freight industry in the UK at pace, creating larger distribution centre network that is well connected to rail and road
Chair: Councillor Roger Lawrence, Leader, City of Wolverhampton Council

Panelists:

Paul Kehoe, Chief Executive Officer, Birmingham International Airport
Maggie Simpson, Executive Director, Railfreight Group
Geoff Lippitt, Business Development Director, PD Ports
Javier Echave, Chief Financial Officer (acting), Heathrow Airport Holdings Limited

12.50 – 14.15 Networking Lunch + Electric Vehicle Test Drive + Autonomous POD Demonstration*

14.15 - 15.15 Housing – addressing undersupply & reducing carbon footprint
- New models of housing delivery. Breaking the rules to provide housing people want and on time
- Do we need national standards de-regulation?
- Addressing lack in land supply
- Closing the gap between existing permissions and completions under section 106
- Addressing the low carbon agenda in housing – how to reduce energy consumption and improve energy efficiency on significant scale
- Solving the issue of developing new housing stock in cities with electricity infrastructure systems reaching full capacity
- PRS / Build-to-Rent – unlocking the necessary supply of stock. What is investable PRS capacity in UK?
- Maximizing delivery of affordable housing. How to get investors back social housing
- Accommodating the need for older people’s housing
- Balancing cost of infrastructure with housing delivery capacity
- Managing the problem of under-occupation in housing
- Which funding & financing mechanisms work?

Chair: Paddy Dowdall, Assistant Executive Director, Property, Local Investments and GLIL, Greater Manchester Pension Fund

Panelists:

Tony Pidgley CBE, Chairman, Berkeley Group plc
David Jaques, Housing Development Manager, City of Cardiff Council
Shamez Alibhai, Portfolio Manager and Partner, Cheyne Capital Management
Johnny Morris, Research Director, Countrywide
Dr Howard Porter, BEAMA CEO, and Chair of the each Home Counts implementation board

15.15 – 16.15 Regenerating regions – UK regions panel debate
- Raising the region’s profile – new ways of engaging with businesses and investors to create regional power houses
- What capacity to deliver is available for regional infrastructure?
- Public sector accounting and "on-balance sheet" treatment as a primary obstacle to public sector support
Towards self-sustainable financing - making the business case stuck up
Integrated approach to housing, transport, carbon emission, regeneration and economic development planning and delivery
Integrating existing infrastructure into major infrastructure projects and improving speed of commuting
Risk and returns in housing and regeneration – which investment approaches work?
How to pay for delivery of critical transport/rail infrastructure with limited sources?
How do you extract benefits from major infrastructure schemes?
Delivering economic growth through developing housing, regeneration (offices, warehouses, social infrastructure) and industries
How to improve attractiveness of non-urban places to businesses and people?

Chair: Paddy Dowdall, Assistant Executive Director, Property, Local Investments and GLIL, Greater Manchester Pension Fund

Panelists:
The Rt Hon Lord Michael Heseltine CH
Tom Bridges, Chief Officer Economy & Regeneration, Leeds City Council
John Betty, Strategic Director for Economic Growth and Development, Cornwall Council
Duncan Sutherland, Group Regeneration Director, Sigma Capital Group
Cllr Ann O’Byrne, Deputy Mayor, Liverpool City Council

16.15 – 17.00 PITCH & PROMOTE: Regional proposals seeking investment (short 7mins presentations)

Followed by Evening Barbecue + Meet the Exhibitors

Superconnected green cities
‘Stream 2’

11.00 – 11.45 Digital telecommunication: ultrafast broadband infrastructure
- From superfast to ultrafast – looking at improvements required in legislation, technology, funding, capacity and coverage
- Improving digital connectivity in urban and non-urban areas: from “speed” based to a “capacity” based model
- Delivering total coverage and ‘always on’ connectivity
- Financial and funding models to delivering ultrafast broadband infrastructure in UK
- Accessing financing through available funds, incl. new Broadband Investment Fund, Digital Scotland Superfast Broadband, European funds
- Potential consequences of lack of access to EIB source of liquidity in financing new network capacity?
- Investment opportunities in fast wireless and fibre to the premise (FTTP)

Chair: Dana Tobak, CEO & MD, Hyperoptic

Panelists:
Giles Frost, Co-founder and an Executive Director, Amber Infrastructure
Julian Ashworth, Director Group Industry Policy, BT Group
Richard Sinclair, General Manager of Ultrafast Broadband, TalkTalk
Stephen Nelson, Asset Management Director, M&G Investments
Conal Henry, CEO, enet

11.45 – 12.30  Digital telecommunication: 5G mobile network & IoT infrastructure
- Improving mobile internet coverage – addressing network coverage, capacity and quality of the UK’s mobile networks
- Overcoming capacity challenge to facilitate 5G
- Enabling networks building in the UK
- Building “ecosystems” beyond individual companies to accommodate rapid changes in smart cities and urban IoT networks
- New technologies to boost mobile network coverage
- Challenges of delivering 5G mobile infrastructure
- Financial and funding models to delivering 5G infrastructure in UK
- Investment opportunities in 5G infrastructure
- Infrastructure sharing
- Increasing service allocation to IoT, smart vehicle, smart metering

Chair: Dr Mike Short CBE FREng FIET, Vice President of Public Affairs, Telefonica Europe

Panelists:
Steve Unger, Group Director and Board Member, Ofcom
Scott Coates, CEO, Wireless Infrastructure Group
Barney Smith, CEO, Bristol is Open
Bill Cotton, Executive Director for Environment and Economy, Bournemouth Council
Willem Jansonius, Partner, DIF
Paul Crane, Head of Mobile, Wireless & Network Services, BT

12.30 – 13.20  Decarbonising transport - roadmap towards greener transport sector
- Finding best way to decarbonised road transport sector by 2050
- Roadmap for the industry through to and post 2020
- Improving energy efficiency in transport sector
- Government strategy for prioritising use of biomethane in vehicle fuel
- Hydrogen transport & fuel cell electric vehicles
- Compressed natural gas vehicles infrastructure - reducing emission and carbon footprint of city services
- Opportunities for new CNG and LNG filling stations in UK
- Speeding up the deployment of low-emission alternative energy for transport
- Investment in production capacity of new commercial scale biofuel plants
- Incentivising low emission vehicle and alternative energy uptake. National grant support beyond 2020 to reduce the price of zero emissions vehicles
- Moving towards zero-emission vehicles in urban cities and ultra-low emission vehicles in rural areas
- Investment case for low carbon public transport infrastructure
Chair: Darran Messem, Managing Director at the Carbon Trust, Chairman of the Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership

Panelists:

Richard Braakenburg, Director, Co-Head Energy Efficiency & Distributed Energy, UK Green Investment Bank plc
Dave Pearson, Director, Transport Services, West Yorkshire Combined Authority
Gareth Dunsmore, Director, Electric Vehicles, Nissan Europe
Fraser Crichton, Assistant Corporate Fleet Manager, Dundee City Council
Robert Montgomery, Bus Industry Consultant, former UK Bus Managing Director at Stagecoach
Philip Fjeld, CEO, CNG Fuels Ltd

13.20 – 14.15 Networking Lunch + Electric Vehicle Test Drive + Autonomous POD Demonstration*

- **14.15 - 15.00 Autonomous vehicle and digital transport infrastructure**
  - Advancing digital infrastructure for connected autonomous vehicles
  - Enabling vehicle-infrastructure wireless communication
  - Use of smart motorway technology to keep transport moving. Traffic avoidance as an integrated part of vehicle
  - Getting more out of existing infrastructure assets through autonomous car traffic management: predictive control of traffic flows, route and volume management to optimize capacity, mitigate congestion and reduce pollution levels; smart parking
  - Trialing truck-platooning on strategic roads
  - Deployment of Intelligent Transport Systems - developing funding mechanisms and business models that can ensure roll out of innovative solutions

Chair: Neil Fulton, Programme Director, Transport Systems Catapult

Panelists:

Dr Joanna White, Head of Intelligent Transport Systems Group, Highways England
Geoff Snelson, Director of Strategy and Futures, Milton Keynes Council
Professor John Miles, Arup-Royal Academy of Engineering Professor of Transitional Energy Strategies, University of Cambridge
Dr Geoff Davis, Chief Strategy Officer, HORIBA MIRA
Kaj Pyyhtia, Co-Founder and Chief Customer Experience Officer, MaaS Global

- **15.00 – 16.00 Electric vehicle infrastructure**
  - Strategic framework for electric vehicle infrastructure
  - Opportunity in electrification of urban freight traffic
  - Improving and integrating electric vehicle and EV charging points network
  - “Go Ultra Low Cities” - advancing the shift to electric vehicle use
  - Improving people’s experience through effective infrastructure, affordable vehicle cost, improvement of vehicle range
- Acting on the new commercial opportunities presented by recharging infrastructure and harnessing revenue from the sale of electricity and auxiliary services
- Investment opportunities
- Increasing capacity of cities’ electricity system to successfully deploy Electric Vehicles

Chair: Darran Messem, Managing Director at the Carbon Trust, Chairman of the Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership

Panelists:
- Laura Shoaf, Managing Director, Transport for West Midlands
- Giles Fearnley, Managing Director of UK Bus, FirstGroup
- Cllr Liam Robinson, Chair, Merseytravel
- Councillor Nick McDonald, Portfolio Holder for Business, Growth and Transport, Nottingham City Council
- David Martell, CEO, Chargemaster

Followed by Evening Barbecue + Meet the Exhibitors

Day 2 – detailed agenda

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7.45 – 8.25</td>
<td>Registration and Morning refreshments + Meet the Exhibitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.25 – 8.30</td>
<td>Welcome Address</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- 8.30 – 9.00  Keynote Address: “How the UK Energy Market is Changing and How UK Energy Companies Should Change in Response”
  Stephen Heidari-Robinson, UK Prime Minister’s Adviser on Energy and Environment (Sep 2015 – Jul 2016)

- 9.00 – 9.50  Policy debate – “The Choices”
  - Impact of Brexit on existing and future energy sector policy
  - Seeing through the progress of decarbonisation – where the existing energy vision and policies sit?
  - Addressing the need for managing system stability
  - What will be a backbone of security of supply to low carbon economy during the transition period? How big a part will incentives be playing in this process?
  - How to facilitate investment in the industry where technology changes rapidly to guarantee transition to low carbon economy? Do we need new model?
  - Availability of large-scale projects ready for investment – assessing government strategy and objectives with regards to its delivery
  - Capacity market, supplemental balancing reserve and ancillary income – what are the investment signals for new capacity?
- Smart developers and construction industry role in delivering long term greenfield infrastructure
- Reducing financing costs in energy infrastructure delivery. Can we see government taking risk share in order to bring down financing costs and facilitate projects?
- Will we see Nuclear Renaissance in UK? Role of Nuclear New Builds in energy mix. Sector growth opportunities.
- What are the potential sources of financing for nuclear new build? Does the available financing capacity match government new build aspiration?
- What structures can be considered for nuclear new build developments to limit risk, balance sheet reliance and improve access to financing?
- System integration: keeping policies updated in line with pace of technology change
- Electricity or Heat - do we want electricity to deliver decarbonisation of heat and transport or look into how heat can play part? How to integrate heat and electricity policies

Chair: Richard Nourse, Founder and Managing Partner, Greencoat Capital

Panelists:

Ian Graves, Director, European Business Development, National Grid
Professor Ron Loveland, Energy Adviser to the Welsh Government
Dr Nina Skorupska CBE, Chief Executive, Renewable Energy Association
Mark Shorrock, Chief Executive, Tidal Lagoon Power
Steve Davies, Head of Wholesale Market Regulation, E.ON UK
Stuart Cotten, Group Head of Regulation & Policy, Drax Power

9.50 – 10.40 Electricity transmission, distribution & interconnector infrastructure

- Framework for delivering decisions outside big infrastructure projects in transmission
- Investment opportunities and correct risk transfer?
- Transmission networks – how to get costs down on a path to decarbonisation?
- Ongoing role of NGET?
- Balancing the system at the time of big technological changes, decarbonisation target and energy decentralisation
- Securing effective transmission-distribution interface capability and operability. Managing volatility of renewables generation. Accommodating new technology – storage, smart metering system, electric vehicles
- OFTO: opening opportunities to wider investors
- CATO: can we provide a certainty on pipeline, scale and robust regime framework necessary for attracting investment?
- CATO: managing risk of delays and disruptions from onshore generators both for consumer and investor
- Onshore interconnectors: cost of upgrade and opportunity for investors (to accommodate biggest transmission projects coming in 5-10 years)
- Do we have set target on interconnectors into UK? When do we see achieving required balance of types in international interconnectors?

Chair: Daniel Westerman, Head of Network Management, National Grid

Panelists:
Jonathan Brearley, Senior Partner, Networks, Ofgem
Basil Scarsella, Chief Executive Officer and Director, UK Power Networks
Matthew Truell, Executive Partner, Atlantic Super Connection
Sion Jones, Deputy CIO, Equitix

10.40 – 11.00 Coffee Break + Meet the Exhibitors

11.00 – 11.45 Offshore wind infrastructure
- Future pipeline outlook
- Consequences of Brexit and risk over access to EIB liquidity?
- CfDs: benefits of competition across Europe and future of CfDs?
- What more needs to be done regarding certainty of deployment in the UK?
- Does the UK provide the right incentives to project sponsors to bring down cost?
- Sensitivity over utility balance sheet capacity - financing plus PPA obligations?
- How much support is offshore wind to receive post 2020 when less stringent renewable targets come into play?
- How repowering can be turned into opportunity for investors, and what it means for OFTOs?
- Do we see further disaggregation in offshore wind?
- Which technologies can bring costs further down?
- Floating wind: assessing viability for wider roll out in UK
- Project development and financing opportunities
- Attracting broader infrastructure investor range into offshore wind. Looking at successful investment arrangements to date. What financial innovations can be introduced from other renewable sectors to attract broader investor interest?
- Can syndication of equity remove the barriers for smaller players to invest in offshore wind?

Chair: Nick Gardiner, Managing Director, Head of Offshore Wind, UK Green Investment Bank

Panelists:
Huub den Rooijen, Director of Energy, Minerals and Infrastructure, Crown Estate
Alex Murley, Regulatory Manager, Innogy Renewables UK Ltd
Jonas Bjaaland, Head of M&A valuation and structuring, DONG Energy
Corine van Heijningen, Director Asset Management, PGGM Investments
Stephane Kofman, Director Infrastructure, InfraRed Capital Partners

11.45 – 12.30 Gas/CCGT infrastructure
- How much CCGTs will be required going forward and what role will they be playing in the UK energy mix?
- Requirements for conventional generating plant to provide energy into the future market
Do we see concrete framework to ensure energy provision from CCGT for transition to a low carbon economy?

- Does CCGT expansion case stuck up? Assessing value generation outside of the capacity revenue
- Is there a way for investors to back up the industry? What financing vehicles can work?
- Are better mechanisms of guaranteeing CCGT’s future being provided?

Chair: Kevin Nix, Former Managing Director, Generation UK, RWE Generation UK

Panelists:

Mark Somerset, Vice President of Development, Europe Middle East Africa, InterGen
Hurbinder Mudan, Managing Director, Energy, Renewables & Infrastructure, Corporate & Investment Banking, Macquarie Capital Europe
Dr. Alastair Martin, Founder and Chief Strategy Officer, Flexitricity
Phil Cahill, Head of Strategy, RWE Generation UK
Mark Jones, Managing Director, Green Frog Power

12.30 – 13.30 Networking Lunch + Electric Vehicle Test Drive + Autonomous POD Demonstration*

13.30 – 14.10 Investor views on energy infrastructure opportunities

- Post COP21 environment
- What effect a lack of EIB financing capacity might have post Brexit?
- Will the bond market become a viable alternative for debt financing for greenfield projects as green bond investors move down the learning curve?
- How pension funds investment in infrastructure space is going to be affected given the burden of Basel 3?
- Innovation in financing structures – which structures get priority in investing and which UK energy sectors have benefitted so far from it? Looking at how aggregation play, distributing risk profile and other structures can work for new projects
- Opportunities to apply winning structure formulae into wider energy market: what’s required at this stage from the industry, regulatory regime and the government?
- Which areas are on priority list for infrastructure debt financing in UK energy market?
- What is UK’s capacity to pay for further development of its energy projects?
- Increasing diversity of sources for UK energy project financing

Chair: Darryl Murphy, Head of Infrastructure Debt, Aviva Investors

Panelists:

David Swindin, Managing Director, Head of EMEA, Cubico Sustainable Investments
Mike Jensen, Co-Chief Investment Officer, LPP
Iain Watson, Director, UK Green Investment Bank
Philip Adam, Managing Director, Head of Project Bonds, HSBC Bank
14.10 – 14.55 Decentralised renewable generation infrastructure

- Where do we see government support taking place and where are the opportunities for future growth in renewable generation and decentralised energy market?
- Can we build reliable subsidy free and investable AD, Biomass and EfW industry?
- Is there investment potential to build new AD plants while delivering multiple value sources?
- What delivery vehicles can be best used in decentralised market?
- Squaring up a merchant off-take risk in financing decentralized energy
- Creating special relationship between public and private sector to unlock investment capital. Viability of PPPs, SPVs and JVs in attracting larger investment
- Getting commercial structure for decentralized projects in place ready for financing.
- Facilitating “prosumer” participation in the market
- How to benefit from decentralized energy low energy cost on a citywide scale?
- Technology innovation in renewable generation space

Chair: Dr. Nina Skorupska CBE, Chief Executive, Renewable Energy Association

Panelists:

Paul Massara, CEO, North Star Solar Ltd
Max Aitken, Founder and Director, Estover Energy
Ian Berry, Head of Infrastructure, Aviva Investors
Michael F.H. Bonte-Friedheim, CEO and Founding Partner, NextEnergy Capital Limited
Nicholas Ross, Director, Iona Capital

14.55 – 15.15 Coffee Break + Meet the Exhibitors

15.15 – 16.00 Energy storage

- Investment case for energy storage in UK
- What policy changes are required in energy storage space?
- System integration: keeping the pace with technology
- Storage as alternative to capacity, storage as frequency response
- Future of integrating storage into renewable generation: heating systems, solar panels and other
- Attracting financing through security of multiple revenue streams
- Which arrangements would allow storage to become commercially viable and maximise its flexibility?

Chair: Dr. John Feddersen, Chief Executive Officer and Director, Aurora Energy Research

Panelists:

Simon Daniel, CEO, Moixa Energy Holdings Ltd
Kevin Dibble, Director of Strategy & Communications UK & Ireland, Engie
Erik Nygard, Co-Founder and executive director, Limejump Ltd
Chris Miles, Business Development Director, Anesco Limited
16.00 – 16.50 Integrating future cities “low carbon” energy infrastructure

- Integrating smart energy, heat, decentralised with centralised energy (from grey water management to rooftop solar, heating and cooling)
- Improving resilience of energy systems: efficiency of existing power networks and addressing issues around grid balancing within urban areas. Demand side management
- “Hydrogen cities” - a viable option for wider spread across UK?
- Ways of integrating and expanding District heating in cities
- Viability and investment opportunities in urban onsite Combined Heat and Power (CHP), Solar, EfW
- Stimulating growth of community scale projects at local authority level
- Internet of Things in urban energy sector
- Can institutional investor play a role in delivering low carbon city energy infrastructure agenda?

Chair: William Edrich, Commercial Director, Energy, Bristol City Council

Panelists:

Dr Tim Rotheray, Director, ADE
Roger Hey, Future Networks Manager, Western Power Distribution
Morten Jordt Duedahl, Business Development Manager, Danish Board of District Heating
Toby Heysham, Managing Director, Pinnacle Power
Morten Abildgaard, CEO, Viborg District Heating Company
Dan Wells, Partner, Foresight Group

16.50 – 17.15 PITCH & PROMOTE: Energy projects seeking investment. (short 7mins presentations)

End of Conference

NB: Autonomous POD Demonstration* is an invitation only event